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Turning my 
eyes to the 
sky – an early 
interest in 
astronomy



My first 
astrological 
textbook!



Woman 
Magazine 
feature, 
17th June 1967



Next steps



From Parker to the Progressed New Moon

• Degree in English Literature 

• Starting a career

• Saturn return Dec 86

• Progressed New Moon 28 Aug 1988

• Chart reading with local astrologer 1989



Starting my astrological studies

• Enrolled with the Faculty 1989

• Certificate 1990

• First summer school: Astrology and 
Counselling in 1990.



My Diploma 1992



Next steps

• Qualifying Horary Practitioner

• Published articles

• Client work

• Counselling Certificate



How it has changed my life

• The unexpected: the community of 
astrologers

• Oxford Astrology Group

• Summer School

• AA Conference

• Meeting so many interesting people…



From medieval astrologers to astral travellers…



The Diploma: a starting point for exploration

• A starting point, not an end in itself – like getting 
your passport so you can explore the world

• Self knowledge and acceptance of others

• Different conversations

• Different thinking – making connections

• An alternative viewpoint



Astrology in all its aspects

• psychological
• traditional 
• vedic
• astrocartography
• harmonics
• midpoints
• mundane



Many doors opening

• Psychology
• Philosophy
• Alchemy
• Mythology
• History
• Astronomy
• The weird…



The 7th

Harmonic 

What inspires 
you, what 
turns you on.
I have a grand 
trine of Sun, 
Mercury and 
Saturn in my 
7H chart.



Rites of Passage

• Retirement/Redundancy 31st March 2017

• I’m currently in a Balsamic Moon phase

• In April 2018 I have my progressed New Moon 
and my progressed Ascendant moves into 
Sagittarius. 



A lifelong relationship

A 50-year exploration which will continue…

And finally…

Best wishes to all new Certificate and 
Diploma Holders embarking on your 
journeys!

Thank you!


